Cl9	PUBLIC  AFFAIRS
the war to Amencin taxpayers The President
maintained that the extension of the conflict into
Cambodia in 1970 had conclusively demonstrated
not only the tactical success of the operations
but also their strategic purpose in reducing U S
involvement in Vietnam
WORLD   EVENTS
had galvanised hope in a T\orld m which political
decisions were so widely in the hands of leaders
past their prime He was the youngest elected
American President (43) when he succeeded Eisen
hower at the "White House in January 1961
Eisenhower being then America s oldest President
Kennedy had had difficulties with Congress and
it was reassuring therefore that Lyndon B
Johnson who as Vice President automatically
succeeded Kennedy should have had the reputa
tion of l>eing a skilful negotiator in Congressional
matters
Cuba and the United States
In 1901 the United States broke off diplomatic
relations with Cuba with whom relations had been
strained since the Castro revolution of 1959
Shortly afterwards two U S aeroplanes but
manned by Cubans attacked the principal military
bases near Havana the capital Two days later
1 500 invaders Cuban exiles—armed trained and
largely controlled by IT S agencies—landed on the
island but were driven back. The United States
intelligence service had assumed that the Cuban
people would rise against Dr Castro directly they
heard of the landing Controversy broke out in the
States Confidence rathe new Kennedy adminis
stration was shaken for the affair was fund amen
tally alien to the American character Relations
were more bitter than ever and by the end of
1901 Cuba became a Communist state in the full
sense
 The Nixon Doctrine
The 65 000 word document contained also a
tentative assessment of this policys which involves
the restriction of aid for friends and allies overseas
who are victims of aggression or internal subver-
sion to military or economic iid but not unless
treaty obligations reauire it U S troops Mi
Nixon commented The Nixon Doctrine is a
philosophy of invigorated partnership not a
synonym for American withdrawal Its post
tive achievements he said were evidenced by tie
reduction of troops in Koiea Japan Okinawa and
Thailand
Defence
Mr Nixon said that a fresh review of the need
for the Safeguard anti ballistic missile defence
system had recently been completed Defence
secretary Mr Melvm Laird would ask Congress
for funds to finance the third stage of the project
This as some observers were quick to point out
in spite of a slowdown in the deployment by the
Soviet Union of SS-9 missiles and the continuing
SALT talks See also 080(2)
 
The Crisis ol the Autumn of 1968
The world came to the brink of war during the
last week of October 1962 President Kennedy
had pledged the United States to take measures
to oppose the creation of offensive military power
in Cuba On 22 October upon alleged evidence
of offensive Soviet missile sites there he announced
a blockade of ships (or more precisely a Quarantine
of ships) carrying weapons to Cuba. Some Soviet
shins altered course thus avoiding a direct con
frontation The United Nations made proposals
to both sides in preparation for talks f-yft shortly
afterwards Khrushchev decided to dismantle
Soviet missile bases in Cuba and ship offensive
weapons back to the Soviet "Union the "Halted
States agreeing to give assurances against an
invasion of Cuba which had been threatened
The Presidential Election 196S
The mid term Congressional elections of I960
rehabilitated the Republican Party which, had
been so sundered by the rout of Goldwater in 1964
It chose as its Presidential candidate Richard
Nixon (who had once been Vice President and a
Presidential candidate) On the Democratic side
the candidature of Lyndon Johnson was first
challenged by Senator Eugene McCarthy who
took his stand upon the criticism of America s
war in Vietnam and by Senator Robert Kennedy
who was later assassinated The President
announced to the nation on 81 March, that he
would Initiate peace moves m Vietnam and lay
down the presidency In January This dramatic
turn of events threw the presidential race into
confusion Vice President Humphrey then en-
tered the lists to become the chosen candidate for
the Democratic Party It was one- of the most
closely contested presidential elections In Ameri
can history Nixon the Republican candidate
having a majority of only 499 704 over Humphrey
in a total poll of 72 million Although securing
only a small majority of the popular vote Nixon
obtained 301 votes in the Electoral College
against Humphreys 191 In January 1909 he
became the 87th President of the "United States
The Nixon Administration
President Nixon s second State of the Union
message on 25 February 1971 was In fact a com
prehensive statement on U S foreign policy
On Vietnam he pointed out the reduction in
American forces from 600 000 to under 300 000
a reduction to the casualty rate from 278 to over
50 deaths a week and the halving of the cost of
 The Problem o£ Violence
The two final reports of the President s National
Committee on the Causes and Prevention of
Violence set up by President Johnson in 1968
after the assassination of Senator Robert Kennedy
were issued in 1969 Participating to the studies
were historians political scientists anthropoid
gists psychiatrists psychologists sociologists
and lawyers The first report issued in June 1969
said that Americans had become a rather
bloody minded people hi both action and reac
tion and that m total magnitude of strife the
United States ranks first among the 17 Western
democracies and since 1948 had been one of the
half dozen most tumultuous nations m the world
In suggesting methods to overcome violence in
society the final report issued in December 1969
stated The way in which we can make the
greatest progress toward reducing violence in
America is by taking the actions necessary to
improve the conditions of family and community
life for all who 11 ve in our cities and especially for
the poor who are concentrated in the ghetto
slums	The report concluded "When in
man s long history other great civilisations fell it
was less often from external assault than from
internal decay	While serious external dan
gers remain the graver threats today are internal
haphazard urbanisation racial discrimination, dis
figuring of the environment unprecedented inter
dependence the dislocation of human Identity
and motivation created fey an affluent society—
all resulting hi a rising tide of individual and group
violence The greatness and durability of most
civilisations has been finally determined by how
they have responded to these challenges from
within Ours will be no exception
THE THREAT OP NUCLEAR CONFLICT
Terms Used
A deterrent is a weapons system capable of
causing such a degree of destruction to an
attacker that it would be too high a price tot
btm to pay for any advantages sought Of
course the attacker may not know what
destruction the deterrent could cause so that
what is important is not the owner's estimate
of his deterrent but the potential aggressor's
estimate of It furthermore deterrent forces
must be able to strike back after art aggressor's
missile attack So there is a distinction
between first and second strike weapons
The nuclear deterrent te said to fee the iilti

